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About This Game

Independent game developers have gone missing and your only lead on their whereabouts is a distress signal from a remote alien
base. It’s up to you to infiltrate this hostile labyrinth and uncover the answers you need to rescue them. Explore five diverse

biomes while surviving dangerous hazards and obstacles, solving clever puzzles, and taking down ruthless and relentless
enemies. The lives of these indies, and the future of independent games, depends on it.

Immerse yourself in this nostalgic, colorful, and quirky handcrafted FPS as you uncover the secrets and lore of a retro world
that blurs the line between game and reality. In the process, enter the storied and autobiographical psyche of an independent

game developer facing their inner demons while battling the challenges of making games for the love of the medium.
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Inspired by the NES cult hit The Guardian Legend and other classic titles, The Indie Game Legend 3D provides a fresh lens to
what a classic 8-bit game might look like through the eyes of the player character.

Your mission, critical to the future of indie games, will become The Indie Game Legend.

 Over 250 handcrafted rooms across 10 distinctly themed areas

 Solve puzzles and avoid traps in a non-linear sci-fi world

 Blast hordes of enemies and take down unrelenting bosses

 Discover weapons, equipment, and upgrades in hidden shops

 Rescue some of your favorite iconic indie game developers

 Retro pixel art style in a low-poly, full 3D world

 Unlockable secrets, surprises, easter eggs, and more!

 Original chiptunes soundtrack by a guy named Stevie

 Nearly 8 hours of classic action adventure play

 Your commander is a hairless guinea pig
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Title: The Indie Game Legend 3D
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
progrium, phubans
Publisher:
progrium
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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A nice character pack, with chill characters. Another good game for people with good taste. If you don't own a PS Vita and can't
enjoy the glory of Jeff Minter's TxK, then this is as close as you'll get on PC. It's a great time.. i like the fact that the sniper is
more stable and feels different but i had high hopes in the raptor , but the raptor is as good as any other guns so , saying that i
hope you guys actually improve on the gun becuase it cost alot of money .. Extremely stupid and boring game.. False advertising
this game isn't serious at all tho dude is called sam. Very good game. This game was only 1 dollar when buy, but would spend
the full 5 if knew such good game. Very chill music, very chill game. Love ambience very much. Story very good. Love story. If
like story, and like puzzle, and like chill, get game. Yeas.. Lot of stuff not working -- cannot figure out how to use the main
menu with just the mouse and keyboard, then the controller interface has a number of issues, too. Cannot successfully remap
keys to anything usable, and testing out each new configuration means sitting through a long intro animation. Unplayable on
Ubuntu Linux 18.10 and 19.04 with xbox-type gamepad controller.

(Update 05/2019: Tried to use Steam Big Picture to get controller support. No dice.)
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Arcade flying at its best. Great fun for just a few pound.. It's a cool game, but it gets boring very fast. My favorite Putt-Putt
game. It's one of those games, where you get the feeling that the developers, came up with the title, and with it had all these
great ideas of how to make a Putt-Putt game centered around time traveling. The environments are all unique and diverse as
they should be. Traveling between time periods makes for fun puzzle solving experience. The randomized puzzles add a lot of
replay value to the game. The music is simply fantastic. The characters are memorable. Solid Humongous Entertainment game.
You should play it now.. 8\/10
"Pure pixel blood katana action."
Akane is a top-down high score hack'n'slash, on one small map. Everything in this game has so much potential, so PLZ make
e.g. another RUINER out of this!!!

Pros:
+ great setting
+ great art\/pixel style
+ very good controls
+ good sound\/music
+ good gameplay
+ little (small) gem
+ fair price tag

Cons:
- only one map
- corpses & blood vanish

Verdict:
Kill kill kill, die, repaet.. Wtf did I just played. This is a better game than Stronghold 3... Really though if you need
graphics you won't like this one, but its an easy management game that can be made more difficult with some of the
options. If you played it as a kid, buy it.. AVOID. Only one situation that lasts less than two minutes. The pictures are
all grainy and horrible. Animations are bad. Not worth your money.

Devlog Update 12:
Hey everybody! Here's the latest update from our devlog video series:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yb2I8ao5L2o

If you haven't seen the rest, be sure to check out the whole series on YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLw1XoTpvjkthw3yKkVEZzyuoFuIlHA06C

And don't forget, you can join the development stream on Twitch every weekday afternoon:

https://www.twitch.tv/progrium. We reached early access!:
Thanks everybody! We made it. Who cares if it sells, we got it out there. Well, mostly. Even though we have more done, early
access is the first half of the game. Luckily it works because this is basically the length and arc of the original game. When we
release the final version, it'll include part 2 and hopefully your great feedback!

See you in the forums.. Devlog Update 16:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqlFB1MYIpw. Devlog Update 15:
https://youtu.be/Ap60YZ9aZLg

Follow along development on Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/events/u8CUDwsGS4W8bi38eRO2wg. Devlog Update 14:
Latest devlog update!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cxCabTwmbtM

Follow along development on Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/events/u8CUDwsGS4W8bi38eRO2wg. Devlog Update 13:
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A quick update showing the new dialogue system and the beginning of our bonus stage minigame!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88LOzMvMjlw

Follow along development on Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/events/u8CUDwsGS4W8bi38eRO2wg. Devlog Update 18:
Here we have the last devlog update before going into crunch mode for early access. Early access is coming in a week!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jubtcKAjeo. Devlog Update 17:
We've been making these but forgot to post here! This one is from a bit ago, but might be new to you:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yKUs5lGqAJ0. Home stretch!!:
We're almost done with the game! I haven't been able to get any devlog videos made, but I hope to make two more over the next
month or so leading up to release in ... shhh ... June. Release date announcement coming soon!

In the meantime, be sure to tell your friends to wishlist and follow along with me on Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/progrium
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